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JBUDSPRO

Description:
Your favorite earbuds are now wireless! The JBuds Pro Wireless 

Earbuds offer a reliable balance between performance, cost and 

one sleek look.

It’s not all flash. The JBuds Pro Bluetooth bring upgraded comfort 

and an even better fit. We’ve paired these earbuds with Adjustable 

Tip Placement (ATP), Cush Fin Technology and a whole crew of 

gel tips so you can find that perfect all-day fit. 

Freedom of Bluetooth 5

with 6+ hour battery life

Custom fit with ATP

(Adjustable Tip Placement)

Custom fit with Cush Fin Technology

Ultimate sound of 10mm drivers

Noise isolating design

Lightweight + ergonomic

Includes 3 soft gel tips + 2 Cush Fins

Universal mic goes with Android + Apple

WIRELESS
SIGNATURE EARBUDS

Features:

ATP Technology
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Description:
The new king of rock-everywhere-with-you earphones, the JBuds2 

have been refined and tested – in the lab, on the street, in the 

studio –

until precision met its match. You know we mean

it when they’re backed by our renowned Lifetime Warranty to keep 

your head synced with those unmistakable 808s – at least for as 

long as you

can take it. Plug in. 

Custom fit with ATP

(Adjustable Tip Placement)

Ultimate sound of 10mm drivers

Noise isolating design

Lightweight + ergonomic

Includes 3 soft gel tips

Features:

JBUDS2
SIGNATURE EARBUDS

ATP Technology
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METAL

Description:
The Metal aluminum earbuds that first caught your eye are now 

Bluetooth compatible. They’re ultra lightweight and feature an 

ergonomic profile with soft gel tips, universal mic and track control 

so you can rock out wherever. 

Features:

Freedom of Bluetooth 5

with 6 hour battery life

Energizing sport style + colors

Ultimate sound of 8mm drivers

Stronger build

Lightweight + ergonomic

Includes 4 soft gel tips

Tangle-free Kevlar cable

Universal mic goes with Android + Apple

WIRELESS
RUGGED EARBUDS

NEW!
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FITSPORT

Description:
The ultimate wireless workout partner, JLab Fit Sport 3 Earbuds

will keep you rocking through it all: running, biking, climbing, 

whatever. Get your custom fit with the Memory Wire ear. Plus 

the Fit Sport's sweat and splashproof design will keep you 

rocking through rain and sweat. Work it out!

Features:

Freedom of Bluetooth 5 with longer

10+ hour battery life

Memory Wire ear hook

for maximum fit + stability

Incredible sound with C3 (Crystal Clear Clarity) 

Technology + 10mm drivers

Includes 5 tips: 3 standard, 1 double flange, 1 

Cloud Foam

100% splashproof + washable

with an IP66 rating

Splashproof universal mic

goes with Android + Apple

WIRELESS
SPORT EARBUDS

NEW



Earbuds

• Introducing J Lab Audio
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JBUDSAIR

Features:

NEW

TRUE WIRELESS

Description:
Upgraded in 2019: Super light. Super portable. The JBuds Air True 

Wireless Earbuds, offer a reliable balance between performance, 

cost and one sleek look. GO travel with the portable power case, 

which can recharge the earbuds more than two times. 

24+ hours playtime (6 hours in earbuds)

Sweat + splashproof with an IP55 rating.

Compact, weighs 8g

Freedom of Bluetooth 5 with upgraded antenna

Custom EQ3 Sound: JLab Signature, Balanced & Bass 

Boost

Charging case with patent-pending integrated 

charging cable: 3+ full charges (500 mAh)

Includes 1 Cush Fins + 3 soft gel tips

Stereo phone calls with universal mic in BOTH 

earbuds | Android + Apple

SIGNATURE EARBUDS
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JBUDS

Features:

TRUE WIRELESS

Description:
#1 universal true wireless. Now perfect for sport. The JBuds Air 

Sport offer a. GO travel with the portable power case, which can 

recharge the earbuds more than two times.

40+ hours playtime: 6 hours in earbuds.

Sweat + splashproof with an IP66 rating with secure 

earhook

Custom EQ3 Sound: JLab Signature, Balanced & Bass 

Boost

Be Aware Audio lets you decide to let outside noises 

in

Freedom of Bluetooth 5 with upgraded 

antenna Touch sensor controls

Charging case: 42+ hour additional hours (930mAh)

Includes 3 soft gel tips + 1 Cloud Foam

Stereo phone calls with universal mic in BOTH 

earbuds

FITNESS EARBUDS
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AIRSPORT

Best for Sports 

+ Workouts 
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JBUDS

Features:

TRUE WIRELESS

Description:
Super light. Super portable. The JBuds Air True Wireless Earbuds, 

offer a reliable balance between performance, cost and one sleek 

look. GO travel with the portable power case, which can recharge the 

earbuds more than two times. 

30+ hours playtime: 6 hours in earbuds.

C3 Calling: Dual microphones in earbuds, on mic 

picks up/elminates background noise, one direction 

mic pick up voice

Custom EQ3 Sound: JLab Signature, Balanced & Bass 

Boost

Be Aware Audio lets you decide to let outside noises 

in

Freedom of Bluetooth 5 

Charging case: 4.5+ full charges (33+ hours) with 

700mAh.

Sweat + splashproof with an IP55 rating

Includes 1 Cush Fins + 3 soft gel + 1 Cloud Foam 

tips

SIGNATURE EARBUDS
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AIR EXECUTIVE

Best for Travel + 

Business



|

UPDATED REWIND PACKAGING
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STUDIO

Description:
Massive 30-hour playtime with Cloud Foam upgraded 

comfort. JLab's pillow-soft headband features Faux Leather and 

Cloud Foam cushions for ultimate comfort. The smooth-sliding 

metal adjustments and feather-light build give you the long-

lasting, all-day comfort you require.

Features:

30+ hours playtime with Freedom of Bluetooth 5 

(400 mAh)

Adjustable headband to fit all sizes | Updated and 

refined look

Custom EQ3 Sound | Signature, Balanced & Bass 

Boost to personalize music without an app

Incredible sound with C3 (Crystal Clear Clarity) 

Technology + 40mm drivers

Unparalleled comfort with ultra-plush

Faux Leather + Cloud Foam Earcups

Foldable for easy storage/travel

Universal mic goes with Android + Apple

NEW
September

2016

WIRELESS
ON EAR HEADPHONES

MSRP | WIRELESS

NEW 

APRIL 

2019 
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Description:
Rockstar comfort without the hassle of touring. JLab's pillow-soft 

headband features Faux Leather and Cloud Foam cushions for 

ultimate comfort – without the rock-star price tag. The smooth-

sliding metal adjustments and feather-light build give you the 

long-lasting, all-day comfort you require.

Features:

Freedom of Bluetooth

+ 13-hour battery life

Stylish neon color combos

Incredible sound with C3 (Crystal Clear Clarity) 

Technology + 40mm drivers

Unparalleled comfort with ultra-plush

Faux Leather + Cloud Foam Earcups

Tangle-free, braided nylon cable 

Foldable for easy storage/travel

Universal mic goes with Android + Apple

JBUDDIESSTUDIO
WIRELESS
OVER EAR KIDS HEADPHONES

MSRP WIRED | WIRELESS

NEW!
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